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Abstract: Compared with the middle and low resolution satellite images, the high resolution satellite 
images have richer spatial but less spectral information. When these images are applied in classification and 
land cover-use extraction, previous study has already shown that the conventional pixel-based statistical 
methods can not obtain very satisfying result. To solve the problem, the paper try to introduce and test the 
object-oriented method based on segment to classify high resolution remotely sensed data: an image is 
subdivided into separated regions called objects according to the spectral and spatial heterogeneity in the 
image segmentation process, then the objects are assigned to a specific class according to detailed description 
of the class in the classification process. Regarding a QuickBird image of Wuhan as an example and Erdas 
Imagine, eCognition softwares as the platforms, the paper carries on two kinds of supervised classification: 
based on pixel and object-oriented independently, using the error matrix to analyse and compare the final 
classification accuracy. The experiment demonstrates that when choosing the adequate samples and 
segmentation parameters, the object-oriented method greatly lighten the noise influence, has higher 
classification accuracy and efficiency than that achieve by pixel-based method. Meanwhile, the classification 
result of object-oriented method is much easier to understand and explain.  
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1. Introduction 
The automatic classification of remote sensing images is an example of pattern recognition used in the 
remote sensing field, which is an effective way to acquire the information about the types of land cover-use. 
With the rapid development of remote sensing technology, a series of resource satellites, SPOT-5, IKONOS, 
QuickBird for instance, have been launched one after the other, making the obtain and application of the high 
resolution images more and more widespread. These images are characterized by a higher spatial resolution, 
which have greatly enlarge the human eyeshot about nature, but the great degree of detail present in the 
images also constitutes a significant impediment in the process of automatic classification.  

The conventional pixel-based classification methods mainly focuses on the spectral information of each 
pixel, ignoring the spatial features on the whole, the results are most accurate in the case of middle or low 
resolution images. When dealing with more complicated high resolution images, the disadvantages such as 
the noise influence sensitivity, the uncertainty of mixed pixels, the low efficiency etc. become more and 
more obvious and insupportable. For the past few years, many scholars home and abroad have done a mass 
of research, introducing lots of new methods, such as neural network classifier, support vector machine, 
layered clustering, decision tree, rough set theory, contextual classification, GIS accessorial classification etc. 
to improve the classification, but these methods didn’t make a big breakthrough since they are still pixel-
based essentially and can’t fulfill the need of high resolution remote sensing image classification.  

There exists another serious but rarely be much accounted shortcoming when using the conventional 
pixel-based methods: different objects of land cover-use types are abstracted in the same scale. In the remote 
sensing images, scale is an important concept corresponding to spatial resolution; the dominant land feature 
is different in different scales, as a result, the information abstracted from the same resolution or scale is 
limited. Different land cover-use types have their own fitting spatial resolution or scale so that information 
abstracting should be done under multiple resolutions or sales. When describing or explaining geographical 
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phenomena exist in several scales synchronously, using one-scale data is helpless. Satisfying result of 
information abstracting could not be achieved if the scale influence in the remote sensing is ignored. High 
resolution satellite images usually have a high spatial resolution, whose features differences such as shape, 
size are more obvious compared with middle and low resolution images. That is to say scale difference is 
distinct. Thus conventional pixel-based methods using a single scale can’t make full use of high resolution 
satellite images, which of course leads to a poor result.  

According to the characteristics of the high resolution remote sensing images, Baatz M and Schape A 
proposed the object-oriented classification method in order to overcome the limitations list above. The 
object-oriented classification method starts with an crucial segmentation to get homogeneous objects and this 
segmentation can be done in multiple resolution, thus allowing to differentiate several levels of object 
categories segmentation, then according to the particular demands of remote sensing classification or land 
feature extraction, examine and abstract the features and feature combination of the objects, finally use fuzzy 
algorithm to do classification or information extraction. The object-oriented classification method is based 
on segment or object, consequently the smallest processing unit is no longer pixel but object constituted of 
neighbouring multi-pixel with more semantic information. When classifying, what contribute are not only 
the spectral information of each pixel but also the spatial information of the objects and the semantic 
information, texture information, topological relationship between image objects. The essence of object-
oriented classification is considering the object as the smallest unit and classifying the image at a high level 
so as to reduce the semantic information loss in the conventional pixel-based method, and the final result are 
easier to understand cause it imitate the way human beings recognise the objects.  

The object-oriented method has two important characteristics: one is using object’s multi-feature 
including spectrum, shape, texture, shadow, context, spatial location and so on; the other is using different 
segmentation scales to produce different segmentation layers, all the classes not extracted at one scale only, 
but at the most suitable scale. The object-oriented method can make full use of image information and 
guarantee the classification accuracy, making it becomes the trend for high resolution image analysis.  

2. The Methodology and Comparative Experiment 
Two kinds of supervised classification: pixel-based and object-oriented are carried out using Erdas Imagine 
and eCognition. Erdas Imagine (Erdas, USA) is an excellent remote sensing image processing system with 
advanced algorithm, friendly interface and flexible working, which can provides a large number of image 
processing tools. eCognition (Definiens, Germany) is based on an object oriented approach to image analysis. 
It is explicitly designed to work even on high resolution images or radar images and includes the option to 
develop knowledge bases for elaborate classification of local context and land cover-use.  

2.1. Study Site and Data Description 
Wuhan, located at the confluence of the Changjiang and Hanjiang Rivers, is the capital of Hubei province; 
it covers an area of 8,467 thousands square kilometers with a population estimated at 9.1 million. Wuhan 
actually consists of three districts that used to be individual cities of their own:  Hankou and Hanyang on the 
west bank of Changjiang River, and Wuchang on the east. It is most famous for its lakes. In fact, it is called 
“the town of hundreds lakes" because it seems as if the lakes are endless in Wuhan. The study site, located in 
the middle of Wuchang area(29°58′-31°22′N, 113°41′-115°05′E), has a wide range of land cover-use types, 
including lakes, rivers, roads, buildings, plants, Bald areas. The main Luoyu Road is transmeridional, boxing 
off Wuhan University in the top left corner and HuaZhong Normal University in the nether left. The famous 
East Lake is in the top right corner, and there are also many small lakers around. No farmland can be found 
since the study site is in the central urban area. All of the prior knowlegement is acquired from maps, field 
survey, and communication with local residents.  

To analyse the complexity of inner urban structures, a multispectral QuickBird image including four 
spectral bands (blue, green, red, and near infrared) is used in the following experiment. The image was 
acquired on the 16th June of 2006, and has a spatial resolution of 2.44 meters. Figure 1 is the QuickBird 
image used in the following classification.  
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Fig. 1: Original image. 

2.2. Pixel-Based Classification  
Generally speaking, all kinds of supervised classification include some certain steps: image pretreatment, 
acquiring prior knowlegement via various ways, post-classification process and so on. The main procedure 
of conventional supervised pixel-based classification implemented on Erdas Imagine is as follows:  
A. Select representational samples to define classification signatures; 
B. Evaluate signatures and make some changes if necessary; 
C. Perform supervised classification; 
D. Evaluate classification result; 

The conventional supervised pixel-based classification in Erdas is very mature at present, so here the 
author does not plan to explain the details but just put forward the final results (Figure 2) using the most 
accurate maximum-likelihood classifier below:  

 

 
Fig.2 The final result of pixel-based classification 

Annotation: the building 1, 2, 3 represent three kinds of buildings: buildings with concrete roof, 
buildings with bitumen roof, factories with pink roof. 
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2.3. Object-Oriented Classification  
By the indispensability segmentation step, classification in eCognition always means classification of image 
objects. The nearest neighbor algorithm applied in the experiment enable the whole process easily and 
quickly.  
A. Multi-scale segmentation;  

Segmentation is the first and important phase in the eCognition software which subdivides an image 
into separated regions. Throughout the segmentation procedure, the whole image is segmented and 
meaningful image objects are generated based upon several adjustable criteria of homogeneity or 
heterogeneity in color and shape. It is important to experiment until obtaining the parameters that fit best the 
image because they have a distinct influence on the classification accuracy.  

Scale parameter: this parameter indirectly influences the average object size. In fact this parameter 
determines the maximal allowed heterogeneity of the objects. The larger the scale parameter the larger the 
objects become.  

Color/Shape: with these parameters the influence of color versus shape homogeneity on the object 
generation can be adjusted. The higher the shape criterion the less spectral homogeneity influences the object 
generation. 

Smoothness/Compactness: the smoothness criterion is used to optimize image objects with regard to 
smooth borders while the compactness criterion is used to optimize image objects with regard to 
compactness. 

Here in the experiment the Color/Shape is set to 0.8, 0.2 and the Smoothness/ Compactness 0.5, 0.5 
according to the former experience, however, the scale parameter needs several attempts to get the best value 
which can display the boundary of land cover-use type very distinctly with one or several objects, neither 
fragmentized nor blurry. There are some examples in Figure 3 that clearly illuminate the scale effect (the 
blue line is the boundary of the objects).                                

                 

 

Fig. 3a Over segmentation(scale 10)     Fig. 3b Under segmentation(scale 30)   Fig. 3c Best segmentation(scale 22)  

B. Choosing the classifier and the features; 
 

 
Fig. 4 Feature space for nearest neighbor 

eCognition offers two different classifiers: nearest neighbor (NN) and membership functions. This 
experiment use the nearest neighbor classification which assigns classes to image objects based on minimum 
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distance measurements. The NN classifier can potentially use a variety of features, what is more, feature 
space can be defined for each single class independently. Figure 4 shows an example of feature space for 
nearest neighbor.  
C. Declaring sample objects;  

It is recommended to begin with inserting only a small number of sample objects as representatives for 
each class. Then start the classification process. The result will certainly contain a number of 
misclassifications, but it can be improved very quickly by iteratively adding typically wrongly classified 
image objects samples of the correct class to the sample editor and repeating the classification process. 
Several runs of this procedure, if necessary, achieve remarkably stable classification results in an easy way. 
The number of training samples selected for each class depends on its significance in term of areas covered. 
Objects representing lakers and rivers appear black, plants red and roads gray or white. Different buildings 
appear different colors: white as concrete roof, fuscous as bitumen roof, pink as some factories. Special 
attention should be paid when choosing road and building samples because they are similar in color and 
shape, which makes it easy to mix them up.  
D. Classifying the image using class-related features;  

The actual classification process is carried out relatively quickly, because the elements being analyzed 
are much less objects, not individual pixels. The whole calculation course is based on fuzzy logic. Figure 5 
show the final result with the nearest neighbor classifier.  

 

 
Fig.5 The final result with the nearest neighbor classifier. 

3. Classification Accuracy Assessment 
Classification accuracy in remote sensing is to determine the agreement between the selected reference 
materials and the classified data. Table 1 and Table 2 show the error matrixes of the pixel-based method 
using 300 random reference points and object-oriented method using 257 reference objects.  

As expect, the water and plant class presenting a large area with larruping black and red color have very 
high classification accuracy. The overall accuracy is 75.67% and the kappa coefficient is 0.7025 for the 
pixel-based method. The main reason for the poor result is that different land cover-use bear similar spectral 
characteristics or the same land cover-use type has different spectral responses. Thus a large number of 
pixels have been mistakenly classified, especially the building 1 class and the road class, significant 
confusions occurred between the two classes in both pixel-based and object-oriented method. Besides, the 
pixel-based method inevitably leads to an annoying pepper-salt effect and the road class is a typical example, 
cause the road is supposed to be long and linear, not a mass of dispersive dots in the final result. In contrast, 
the object-oriented method is far beyond the pixel-based method with an 83.27% overall accuracy and a 
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0.7792 kappa coefficients, so using the segmentation and the multi-feature of the objects greatly improve the 
accuracy. For the cartography, the object-oriented result has a better visual impression and the different kinds 
of land type are easier to identify and understand.  

Table. 1 Error matrix of the pixel-based method 

User\referer. Class Water Road Plant Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Sum
Water 44 0 0 0 0 0 44 
Road 1 37 0 13 0 0 51 
Plant 0 1 67 0 0 0 68 

Building 1 0 30 2 36 0 1 69 
Building 2 4 5 0 0 21 0 30 
Building 3 0 7 5 3 1 22 38 

Unclassified 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sum 49 80 74 52 22 23 300

Producer’s 89.80% 46.25% 90.54% 69.23% 95.45% 46.25%  
User’s 100.00% 72.55% 98.53% 52.17% 57.89% 72.55%  

Overall Accuracy 75.67% 
KIA 0.7025 

Table. 2 Error matrix of the object-oriented method 

User\referer. Class Water Road Plant Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Sum
Water 27 0 0 0 0 0 27 
Road 0 33 0 24 0 0 57 
Plant 0 0 48 0 0 4 48 

Building 1 0 8 3 80 0 4 95 
Building 2 3 0 0 0 13 0 16 
Building 3 0 0 0 0 0 13 13 

Unclassified 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Sum 30 41 51 105 13 17 257

Producer’s 90.00% 80.49% 94.12% 76.19% 100.00% 76.47%  
User’s 100.00% 57.89% 100.00% 84.21% 82.15% 100.00%  

Overall Accuracy 83.27% 
KIA 0.7792 

 

4. Discussion  

4.1. On the QuickBird image 
The orbital altitude of QuickBird Satellite is as low as 450km, which brings a great deal of shadow and 

acclivitous projection. Its high spatial resolution, at the same time, leads to an egregious detail about land 
cover-use, which all affects the classification accuracy.  

4.2. On the value set of segmentation parameters  
The choosing of segmentation parameters mainly depends on visual determination and experience, 

which is rather subjective. Whereas these parameters have a significant influence on the final result. An 
advice in eCogniton userguide is when segmenting an image: Create image objects as large as possible and at 
the same time as small as necessary. Classes, which is small in area and complicated in texture, should be 
extracted in small-scale image object level. Classes, which are large area and simple in texture, should be 
extracted in large-scale image object level. How to determine the best parameters may be a future research.  
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4.3. On the time consumed in the segmentation 
Someone argues that the segmentation is time-consuming and fussy, but it really improves the following 

classification efficiency and accuracy so that time spent on segmentation is worthwhile.  

4.4. On the feature selecting 
A small quantity of features is difficult in expressing the essential character of a class, but it is not 

advisable to choose too many features in one class description causes it will result in such problems: (1) As 
the dimension rises, the time used in calculation will also rise accordingly; (2) Some certain classes don’t 
need too many features to differentiate themselves from the other classes, on the contrary, too many features 
will reduce the accuracy; (3) An immense increase of overlaps in the feature space will complicate 
classification and reduce transparency significantly. Instead, always try to describe a class with as few 
features as possible.  

5. Conclusions 
From the experiment, the classification accuracy has been greatly improved by the newly arisen object-
oriented method, besides, the whole procedure proves feasible and efficient, and the reasons are as follows:  
1. Segmentation has its special superiority to eliminate the noise problem: in the segmentation process, 

very small noise pixels and the neighbouring areas constitute many homogeneous objects, and it is the 
objects than be classified. To some extent, the segmentation more or less increases the signal-to-noise 
ratio in the image.  

2. The object concept enables the usage of various features, making full use of high resolution images 
information. Beyond purely spectral information, image objects contain a lot of additional attributes 
which can be used for classification.  

3. With different parameters, multi-scale provides the possibility to easily adapt image object resolution to 
specific requirements, data and tasks.  

4. Flexible manual edit can amend or delete the wrongly classified objects thanks to the objects have a 
certain extent independence.  

5. Furthermore, eCognition provides a perfect environment for the fusion of remote sensing and GIS, for 
example, GIS data can be used as a basal image, or as a thematic map, which can provide significant 
prior knowledge, and the final result can support the update of spatial databases in GIS. 
Although many problems are to be solved in the process of image segmentation and classification, it is 

proven that the object-oriented method such as the way provided by the eCognition software to be a feasible 
and practical classification approach. The object-based method is more suitable and will be the trend for the 
high resolution remotely sensed data.  
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